How to read your interactive DAR

Your DAR will list all of the requirements needed for you to complete your degree. There are categorical requirements, and sub-requirements within the categorical requirements. A categorical requirement would something like “General Education – Goal Five” and a sub-requirement in this category would be “Ethical Citizenship.”

- **Categorical Requirements:**

  - **Completed** – If all of the sub-requirements in a categorical requirement are completed you will see this categorical requirement denoted with a green check mark by it indicating it is completed.

  - **Uncompleted** – If any of the sub-requirements are not completed the categorical requirement will be denoted by a red X next to it, indicating it is not yet completed. The sub-requirements will then be listed below the categorical requirements.
- Sub-Requirements:
  - **Completed** - If a sub-requirement is completed it will be denoted with a + next to it, along with the course(s) that were taken in order to complete the sub-requirement.
  - **Uncompleted** - If a sub-requirement is not completed it will be denoted with a – next to it, along with the number of courses or credits needed to fulfill the requirement and a list of courses that can be taken to fulfill the sub-requirement. You can click on the courses listed under the sub-requirements in order to see the course description, prerequisites, and when the course is offered for the semester.

*** A feature of the interactive DAR is that there is a little gray arrow next to each categorical requirement. By clicking on this you can collapse the categorical requirement so you no longer see the sub-requirements listed. You can then click on it again to show the sub-requirements.
Course description window that is displayed when clicking on a course underneath an uncompleted sub-requirement.
A feature of the interactive audit is that it shows graphs for completed credits and GPA broken down by different categories.

- **Credits Pie Graph**: If you hover over a section of the graph it will show the number of credits in each section that corresponds to the legend directly below it.
- **Credits Bar Chart**: If you hover over a section of the graph it will show the number of credits in that category. The colors/sections of the graph correspond to the legend that is displayed with the pie graph.
- **GPA Bar Chart**: This displays your GPA for the corresponding category in the same row on the credits bar chart. If you hover over the GPA bar next to the pie graph it will show your overall cumulative GPA.